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T h i s 
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Most animals that live in the 
ocean have gills so they can 
breath under water, but dolphins 
whales and some other animals 
go up for air but can hold their 
breath for awhile.

Fun facts 



Viper fish, sharks, all fish have gills so they can breath 
underwater. It helps them survive. Also the flying fish 
escapes predators by flying out of the water.

Survival 



ANIMALS THAT 
LIVE THERE
Sharks, fish, 
squid, whales, 
dolphins,  seal, 
jellyfish, and more 
live in the sea

These are different 
types of starfish



Plan
ts 

Tha
t 

Liv
e 

There 

All types of 
sea weed, 
algae, 
seagrass, 
coral, and 
more plants 
grow there 

The
re 

These are some 
types of sea 
plants



Continent where my 
habitat is around
Atlantic Ocean is near North and South 
America and Eurupe. Indian ocean is near 
Australia. pacific ocean is near Asia , North 
America , and Australia. Arctic ocean is near 
North America Asia and Eurupe and Antarctica.



T h i s i s a giant hur r icane t h a t i
s happening in the ocean

This is a giant hurricane 

1. We know more about 
the moon than the 
ocean, Did you know 
that?

FUN FACTS

2. Sharks have oil in 
their liver so they don't 
sink3. Clown fish are also 
known as anemone fish.



Climate in my habitat

The ocean can be 39 
degrees Fahrenheit. 
Hurricanes can happen 
in warm places.



Sea 
turtl
es



Physical description of 
sea turtles

 Sea turtles are reptiles and they all 
have hard beaks and are cold 
blooded. Sea turtles have four 
flippers and large scales called 
scutes.  All of the sea turtles have a 
hard bony shell that protects the sea 
turtles from predator.



Family of a 
sea turtles

 A female sea turtle goes to the 
shore where she is born and lays 
her eggs. When sea turtle babies 
they hatch the babies look at the 
moon and follow it into the ocean. 
The mother lays 50-160 eggs at one 
time. Sea turtle babies never see 
they're mother when they hatch.



What sea 
turtles eat

 Sea turtles like jelly fish 
and other fish. The sea 
turtles jaws are very 
strong and they can eat 
hard stuff. The sea turtles 
jaws cut jelly fish like a 
pair of scissors.



Sea turtles 
enemies

 Sea turtles have a few enemies 
which are larger species sharks, 
humans, welduhs and ghost nets. 
Sea turtles can be afraid of these 
animals 



Interesting facts of a 
sea turtles

 The leather back sea turtle is the biggest 
deepest diving wildest ranging of all sea turtles. 
Sea turtles are unable to pull they're heads or 
appendages into they're shells. sea turtles shells 
length of 3.5 feet and weighing nearly 400 
pounds. Green sea turtles are found in all tropical 
and subtropical seas along the coasts of 
continents and islands.





Whales



WHALE FAMILIES

Killer whales usually hunt in 
packs of 30 but sometimes they 
hunt in packs of 90. Baby 
humpback whales are darker 
than their parents. Baby whales 
do not have blubber so, they are 
born in warm places.



Physical description of 
a whale

Whales breath through a 
blowhole their lungs do not 
connect their mouth. Whales are 
mammals and have a thick later 
of blubber to keep them warm. A 
baby blue whale is the size of a 
elephant. Whales swim in the 
ocean but come up for air.



FUN FACTS
Killer whales are dolphins. 
Humpback whales fight for the 
females. Narwhals can live for 50 
years. Baji whales are thought to 
be extinct.



WHALES ENEMIES

Whales enemies are killer whales 
and humans. Humans kill them for 
blubber and killer whales don't 
have predators and  can hunt 
them.



WHAT WHALES
EAT

Killer whales eat fish, plant that lives on the ocean 
floor,squid,seals,sea lions, walruses,birds,sea 
turtles, otters, penguins, polar bears, reptiles, 
sharks, octopi, and even smaller whales, they use 
their teeth pointing inward to keep in food but put 
out water.





Sharks



Family of a shark 
Sharks are born by 8 sharks being made and 2 
of them kill the other 6 so two are born 
It may seem funny but it's true. The baby's go 
away and swim in the middle of the ocean and 
live on there own.

This is 
a 
shark 
and 
it's 
babies



Enemies
Sharks have only 2 or a little more 
enemies but those two are dolphins 
and humans. The dolphins bump 
into the sharks gills and it kills them 
cause they destroy the ability of 
breathing and humans kill them. ;(

This is a sharks 
enemy.



What sharks eat 
Sharks are connivers they only eat 
meat. They eat fish and even baby 
sharks. They find there food all 
over the ocean. They swallow food 
hole. 



Fun facts 

Sharks have oil in them so they don't sink.

Sharks lay eggs and give live birth.

There are more than 400 types of sharks in the world.

Sharks attack anything in there sight.





Eli Lynskey was born August 17 2004. He likes to 
go on vacation on cruises. Three words that 
describe him are soccer, hotdogs, and 
intelligence.His favorite stuff is 
soccer,hotdogs,books like the house of 
hades,and cruises. He would like to invent a 
hotdog in a pizza bun. When he grows up he 
wants to be a soccer player.

Authors page



Noah Wilbur he is nice and his favorite place is Hawaii and 
his birthday is june 17 2004. He would most take a vacation 
to Hawaii.The person he most admire is his dad because he 
plays outside with him. His favorites, his favorite is food 
hotdogs, favorite music classic, sport gymnastics, book 
Percy Jackson the last olympian, movie Noah, place Hawaii. 
If he could invent something to make the world a better 
place is flying cars.In the future he wants to be a fire fighter.

authors page 



Authors page 
Ricky Gozur is a very very very kind boy. He loves to go to 
Hawaii for vacation. His birthday is on December  9th, 
2004. He admires his Mom cause she is a professor at 
OSU. His favorites are tacos, place Columbus zoo, music 
pop, sport swimming, book diary of a wimpy kid, movie the 
avengers. He wants to be a professor at osu. If he could 
invent something new it would be a bike that controls it's 
self.

This is a 
me 



Glossary
Blow hole- an opening for breathing on top of a whale 
Blubber- is thick layer of fat
Camouflage- an ability that a animal has to save it from 
predator 
Coralreef- a lot of plants at of the bottom ocean 
Gills- a organ of a fish that helps it breath 
Oil- a slippery,combustible,viscous liquid and liquefiable 
at room temperatures
Mammals- a warm blooded vertebrae 
Parents- an animals mom and dad 
Predators- a enemy of a animal
Reptiles- a cold blooded animal that lays eggs
Scales- a part of many cold bloodeds that fills rough 
Sea weed- a plant that lives on the ocean floor.
Egg- something that reptiles are born.
Bye thanks for listening. 
You found all the whales!Great job


